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Web has become increasingly oriented to multimedia content. Most information on the 
web is conveyed from images. Therefore, a new survey is conducted to investigate the 
relationship among text in web image, web image and web page. The survey result shows 
that it is a necessity to extract textual information in web images. Text localization in web 
image plays an important role in web image information extraction and retrieval. Current 
works on text localization in web images assume that text regions are in homogenous 
color and high contrast. Hence, the approaches may fail when text regions are in multi-
color or imposed in complex background. In this thesis, we propose a text extraction 
algorithm from web images based on the probabilistic candidate selection model. The 
model firstly segments text region candidates from input images using wavelet, Gaussian 
mixture model (GMM) and triangulation. The likelihood of a candidate region containing 
text is then learnt using a Bayesian probabilistic model from two features, namely, 
histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and local binary pattern histogram Fourier feature 
(LBP-HF). Finally best candidate regions are integrated to form text regions. The 
algorithm is evaluated using 365 non-homogenous web images containing around 800 
text regions. The results show that the proposed model is able to extract text regions from 
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Internet has become one of the most important information sources in our daily life. 
As network technology advances, multimedia contents such as images, contribute a much 
heavier proportion than before. For example, a web page about introducing iPad (Fig. 1.1) 
not only includes plain text to describe the function of iPad, but also is elaborated with 
various kinds of images. These images would be logos representing the brand of Apple, 
advertisements with fancy iPad photos to attract users’ eyes and etc.   Survey by Petrie et 
al. [PHD2005] shows that among 100 homepages from 10 websites, there are average 63 
images per homepages.  
However, the traditional techniques of Web information extraction (IE) only 
consider structured, semi-structured or free- text files as the information data source 
[CKGS2006]. Thus web images, regarded as heterogeneous data source, are excluded in 
the processing of typical Web IE. Ji argues in [Ji2010] that the typical processing 
methods for IE are far from perfect and cannot handle the increasing information from 
heterogeneous data sources (e.g., images, speech and videos). She claims that researchers 
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need to take a broader view to extend the IE paradigm to real-time information fusion and 
raise IE to a higher level of performance and portability. In order to prove her argument, 
she and Lee et al. [LMJ2010] provides a case study that uses male/female concept 
extraction from associated background videos to improve the gender detection.  The 
proposed information fusion method achieves statistically significant improvement on the 
study case.  
 
Figure 1.1 A snip of web page introducing iPad 
Web image, as one of the most popular data sources in the web, plays an important 
role in interpreting the web. If we could extract the information from web images and 
embed it into the Web IE, we believe that this kind of information in web image should 
facilitate the information extraction of the entire web, based on the information fusion 





and images without text. Web images containing text should be more informative and can 
provide complementary text information to the entire web, such as logos (Fig. 1.2), 
banners or buttons (Fig. 1.3), and advertisements (Fig. 1.4). Therefore, the availability of 
efficient textual information extraction techniques for the web images with text becomes 





Figure 1.2 logos 
   
Figure 1.3 banners or buttons 
 
  
Figure 1.4 advertisements 
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In the following of this thesis, we refer web image to the image containing text. 
There are generally two ways to gain the textual information in web images. One way is 
to directly use textual representations of images including the file name of a document, 
the block with tagging, information surrounding. However, the textual representations of 
images often are ambiguous and may be not correct with respect to the corresponding text 
information of the web images because of interference by users.  
The other way is to use Optical character recognition (OCR) software to recognize 
the text from the images. Although the OCR software can reach 99% accuracy for clean 
and undistorted scanned document images, text recognition is still a challenging problem 
for many normal images, such as natural scene images. A text extraction procedure is 
usually applied before text recognition in order to improve the performance of 
recognition. The problem of text extraction has been addressed under different contexts 
in the literature, such as natural scene images [Lucas+2005, EOW2010], document 
images and videos [SPT2010]. However, web image exhibits different characteristics 
comparing to these types of images. A web image normally has only hundreds of pixels 
and low resolution [Kar2002]. Although frames in video suffer the same problem of low 
resolution and blurring, text localization in videos can utilize the temporal information. 
However, this information is inherently absent in web images. Therefore, the current 
approaches for text extraction on general images and videos cannot be directly applied to 
web images.  As a result, it is desirable to investigate an efficient way to extract text in 
web images with high varieties.  
Typically, text extraction problem can be divided into the following sub-problems: 
detection, localization, extraction and enhancement, and recognition (OCR). In this thesis, 
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we focus on the problem of text localization and propose a novel approach to locate the 
text in web images with non-homogenous text regions and complex background. 
 
This research introduces an original text localization approach for web images and 
conducts a new survey to investigate the relationship among text within web images, web 
images and web pages. It is illustrated as below: 
Previous methods of text extraction or localization in web images [LZ2000, JY1998] 
generally assume that text regions are in homogenous color and high contrast. Thus these 
methods cannot handle the cases of non-homogenous color text regions or text regions 
imposed in complex background. The first work attempting to extract texts from non-
homogenous color web images is proposed by Karatzas et al. [Kar2002]. They present 
two segmentation approaches to extract text in non-uniform color and more complex 
situations. However, their experimental datasets consist of only a minor proportion (29 
images) of non-homogeneous images, which is not able to reflect the true nature of the 
problem. In this thesis, a text localization algorithm based on the probabilistic candidate 
selection model is proposed for multi-color and complex web images. Moreover, the 
current approaches only achieve a simple binary classification. However, the output of 
the proposed approach returns a probability of being text for each candidate region. This 




Antonacopoulos et al. [AKL2001] and Kanungo et al. [KB2001] provide a survey 
to illustrate the relationship among text in web image, web images and web pages. 
However, since these two surveys were conducted a few years ago, we believe that 
properties of web pages must have changed in the past decade of fast development of 
Internet and thus conduct a new survey on web images. This survey adopts a more 
reasonable measurement to investigate the relationship among text in web image, web 
images and web pages. 
 
Following this introductory chapter, the structure of this thesis is illustrated as 
below: 
Chapter 2 gives the whole background of this research. It first presents some state-
of-art techniques that show the usefulness of text information in diverse applications. 
Then a survey is discussed to illustrate the relationship among text in web image, web 
images and web pages. Finally, we describe the challenges of text localization in web 
images raised by its characteristics. 
Chapter 3 first presents a number of approaches proposed for text extraction in web 
images. Then we explain that text extraction and text localization are two interchangeable 




Chapter 4 introduces the probabilistic candidate selection model and elaborates the 
algorithm in details. 
Chapter 5 presents the evaluation method and experimental results. Discussion and 
comparison with other methods on text localization are also illustrated in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 concludes the entire thesis and proposes future research directions. 
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In this chapter, we first present some state-of-art techniques that show the 
usefulness of textual information extracted or recognized from images in diverse 
applications. Then we present some surveys to illustrate the relationship among text 
within web images, web images and web pages. We also give a description of the specific 
characteristics in web images and analyze the challenges in text extraction raised by these 
characteristics. Finally, we provide a summary of this chapter. 
In this section, we present several applications to illustrate the usefulness of textual 
information in various domains. 
Spam email filtering system aims to combat the reception of spam. Traditional 
systems accept communications only from pre-approved senders and/or formats, or filter 
the potential spam by searching the text of incoming communications for keywords 
generally indicative of spam. Aradhye et al. [AMH2005] propose a novel spam email 
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filtering method that separates spam images from other common categories of e-mail 
images based on extracted overlay text and color feature. After text regions in an image 
are extracted, three types of spam-indicative features are extracted in the text and non-
text regions. A support vector learning model is then used to classify the spam and non-
spam images. This application is largely based on the extraction of text regions in the 
images of interest and prevent from relying on the use of expensive OCR processing. 
Web Accessibility study aims to make the blind users have equal access to the web. 
Bigham et al. [BKL2006] are the first one to introduce a system, WebInSight that 
automatically creates and inserts alternative text into web pages. The core of the 
WebInSight system is the image labeling modules that provide a mechanism for labeling 
arbitrary web images. An enhanced OCR Image Labeling procedure is part of this core 
image labeling modules. It first applies a color segmentation process to identify the major 
colors in an image. Then a set of black and white highlight images for each identified 
color are created and fed to the OCR engine. Finally, a multi-tiered verification verifies 
the OCR results. 
Multimedia documents typically carry a mixture of text, images, tables and 
metadata about the content. However, traditional mining systems generally ignore the 
valuable cross-media features in the processing. Iria et al. in [IM2009] present a novel 
approach to improve the performance of classifying multimedia web news documents via 
cross-media correlations. They extract ALT-tag description and three types of visual 
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features: color features, Gabor texture features and Tamura texture features for the 
computation of cross-media correlations. The experimental results show that preserving 
the cross-media correlations between text elements and images is able to improve 
accuracy with respect to traditional approaches. 
 
 The applications illustrated above show that textual information in images is useful 
in diverse domains: spam e-mail filtering, web accessibility and multimedia document 
classification. However, the textual information extracted in these domains is generally 
low-level: text surrounding the images, simple color or texture feature. Although the 
textual information at this level can help to improve the performance of some 
applications in some degree, the improvement is not that significant. This may imply that 
we need to extract the textual information in images at much higher level, such as the 
semantic feature in images. Semantic feature for images means objects, events, and their 
relations. Text with an image has advantage over other semantic features, for it can be 
interpreted directly by users and is more easily extracted compared to other semantic 
features. As a result, in the next section, we would further assess the significance of text 
on images as well as the web pages. 
On a web page, every image is associated with a HTML <IMG> tag and described 
with ALT-text attribute of the IMG tag. However, in real practice, not every image will 
be described or the description may be not correct. In order to investigate the true 
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correspondence between ALT-text attribute of the IMG tag and the image itself, we 
present some related surveys and conduct a new survey to show the current 
correspondence trend.  
Petrie et al. [PHD2005] provide a survey of describing images on the web in 2005. 
Their survey covered nearly 6300 images over the 100 homepages. The survey result 
shows that the homepages have on average 63.0 images per page. And on average of 45.8% 
of images were described, using ALT-text description. However, the authors did not 
provide any quantity analysis of the description quality for the sample images. Thus, we 
cannot see if the descriptions for images are correct or not. 
 
To discover the extent of the presence of text in web images, Antonacopoulos et al 
in [AKL2001] carried out a survey on 200 randomly web pages crawled over six weeks 
during July and August 1999. They  measure total number of words visible on page, 
number of words in image form and the number of words in image form that do not 
appear elsewhere on the page. The survey results are: 17% of words visible on the Web 
pages are in image form; of the total number of words in image form, 76% do not appear 
elsewhere in the main (visible) text. Furthermore, in terms of ALT-text description and 
the corresponding text within images, they classify them into four categories: correct 
(ALT tag text contains all text in image), incorrect (ALT tag text disagrees with text in 
image), incomplete (ALT tag text does not contain all text in image) and non-existent 
(there is no ALT tag text for an image containing text). Their survey shows: 44% of the 
ALT text is correct; the remaining 56% is incorrect (3%), incomplete (8%) or non-
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existent (45%). This result illustrates that the ALT-text description is not reliable to be 
adopted as the textual representation for web images. 
 
Kanungo and Bradford [KB2001] argue that the survey of Antoacopoulos and 
Karatzas did not provide the details of the sampling strategy used in their experiment. 
And it is not clear if they considered things like stop words which are not significant as 
keywords. In their methodology, they select 265 representative samples of images by 
randomly selecting 18161 images. These 18161 images are collected from 862 functional 
web pages returned for a query of “newspaper”. The existence of text was recorded and 
the text string in the image was entered into a corresponding text file manually for each 
sample image. Next, each word in the human-entered text file was searched in the 
corresponding HTML file. In this procedure, they use a stopword list with 320 words to 
exclude stopwords. Finally, the fraction of words in image files not found in the HTML 
file was computed. Their survey results are: 42% of the images in the sample contain text; 
50% of all the non-stopwords in text images are not contained in the corresponding 
HTML file. Before excluding stopwords, 42% of all the words in the images are not 
contained in the corresponding HTML file. 78% of all the words in text images are non-
stop words, and 93% of the words that are not contained in the corresponding HTML file 
are non-stopwords. 
We believe that similar properties of web pages must have changed in the past 
decade of fast development of Internet. Therefore, we do a new survey in 2010. First, we 
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use a python spider program to randomly crawl 100 web pages from WWW. Therefore, 
these web pages generally include diverse website domains, e.g. business, education, jobs, 
and etc. Second, we manually extract the textual information in image from these web 
pages, and then separate the text into semantic keywords. The measurements are taken as 
below: 
 Total number of words visible on page 
 Number of words in image form 
 Number of semantic keywords in image form 
 Number of semantic keywords in image form that do not appear elsewhere on the 
page 
 
In comparison with the measurement taken by Antonacopoulos et al in [AKL2001], 
we do not count the number of words in image form that do not appear elsewhere on the 
page, because we think that it is not practical to do the measurement in this way. Instead, 
semantic keyword matching will be a more reasonable and pragmatic methodology.  
On the other hand, we do the exactly same measurement with the survey in 
[AKL2001], as in the following: 
 ALT tag text contains all text in image (correct description) 
 ALT tag text disagrees with text in image (incorrect description) 
 ALT tag text does not contain all text in image (incomplete description) 
 There is no ALT tag text for an image containing text (non-existent description) 
In our survey, only 6.5% of words visible on the web pages are in image form. Then 
56% of semantic keywords from images cannot be found in the main text (see Fig. 2.1). 
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The results of the ALT tag descriptions are: only 34% of the ALT text is correct, 8% is 
incorrect, 4% is incomplete and 54% is non-existent (see Fig. 2.2). 
 
Figure 2.1. Percentage of keywords in image form not appearing in the main text 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Percentage of correct and incorrect ALT tag descriptions 
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Compared with the survey in [AKL2001], we find that the percentage of number of 
words in image form decrease about 10%. Although our survey is carried out in different 
period with different size of data set, the decrease still can implies that users may embed 
textual information more in other media types (e.g. flash, video etc.) than in image form.  
Since the semantic keyword matching is a totally different approach from the word 
matching in the survey in [AKL2001], the results of them cannot be compared directly. 
The result of semantic keyword matching shows that a large bulk of textual information 
is still inaccessible other than in image form. This result agrees with Kanungo’s survey 
[KB2001] result that 50% of all the non-stop words in text images do not appear in the 
corresponding HTML file. Therefore, text in image can provide complementary 
information in understanding the web. Then it is necessary to consider the problem of 
extracting textual information from web images.  
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are two ways to represent the textual information 
in web images and one of them is using the ALT tag description. However, in the context 
of ALT tag description, the correctness becomes worse than the previous survey 
[AKL2001]. Worse still, the percentage of the non-existence of ALT tags increase in our 
survey (54%), which is 45% in the previous survey. The absence problem of ALT tag 
description has been reported in Petrie’s survey [PHD2005] as well.  
In conclusion, the results of the related surveys reveal that ALT tags are not reliable 
to represent the textual information of images in web pages. The inaccessible problem of 
textual information in image form still continues and does not improve. However, text in 
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web images is a complementary information source for information extraction in web. 
Hence, it requires researchers to explore a more efficient and reliable way to represent the 
textual information for web images.  
Text extraction is one of the possible techniques to gain reliable textual information 
from web images. In order to extract text in web images efficiently, in this section, we 
would investigate the specific characteristics of text in web images. We also analyze the 
obstacles in text extraction and recognition in images carried by these distinct 
characteristics. 
Web images are designed to be viewed on computer monitors whose average 
resolution of 800*600 pixels; therefore, web images usually have much lower resolution 
than typical document images. Moreover, web images are never larger than some 
hundred pixels. To facilitate the loading speed of browsers, web images are created with 
file-size constraints. Thus, web images usually only have hundreds of pixels and a vast 
majority of web images are saved as JPEG, PNG or GIF compressed files. Generally, the 
compression techniques would introduce significant quantization artifacts in the images. 
On the other hand, web images are created by photo edition software. This processing 
introduces the problem of antialiasing.  Antialiasing is the process of blending a 
foreground object to background [Kar2002]. The effect of antialiasing is to create a 
smooth transition from the colors of one to the color of the other so as to blur the edge 
between the foreground and the background. However, blurring the boundary between 
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objects would raise great challenges in successfully segmenting the text from the 
background. 
Web images are created by various users in Internet.  And they are designed not 
only to present the text information but also to attract the attention of viewers. Therefore, 
the text in web images has various font size, styles and arbitrary orientations. Moreover, 
with the use of photo edition software, the text in web images may be imposed by special 
effects, incorporated into complex background or not rendered in homogenous colors.  
These complexities of web images would hinder the text extraction in web images with a 
simple and unified way. 
In this chapter, a few applications show the usefulness of the textual information in 
images. These applications use text extraction or enhanced OCR techniques to get the 
textual information in images. Or it only uses the ALT-text tag information as the source 
of textual information in images. However, this processing is proved to be not reliable by 
the surveys shown in section 2.2. The surveys on web images are held in different periods 
by different authors. These authors use different measurements to assess the significance 
of text within web images on the web pages. Although their results are not the same, they 
all agree in two points: the ALT-tag description is not reliable to represent the text within 
images; a large portion of text within images only can be accessed by the images 
themselves and they do not exist in the plain text of the web pages. The results of the 
surveys imply that we need to exploit the text extraction techniques to directly gain the 
text in image form to represent the semantic of the image. However, the inherent 
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characteristics of web image are so complex that it is not easy to find a simple way to 
extract the text in web images. Thus in this thesis, we would focus to explore the text 
localization\extraction algorithm for web images and the text extraction techniques have 
been reported in the context of web images as well as document images, natural scene 
images and videos in the literature. In the next chapter, we would take a view of the text 
localization\extraction approaches in these three contexts and analyze whether these 




Text extraction is one of the possible ways to extract the reliable textual 
information in images. According to [JKJ2004], text extraction is the stage where the text 
components are segmented from the background. In the context of web image, a small 
number of approaches on text extraction have been proposed. In section 3.1, we would 
give the strategies (top-down approach and bottom-up approach) to extract text in web 
images. And then we categorize the proposed web image text extraction methods based 
on these two strategies in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we would explain that text extraction 
and text localization are two interchangeable concepts and then we elaborate a number of 
related works in text localization in the literature. Finally, we give a conclusion of this 
chapter in section 3.4. 
There are two ways to extract text from images, top-down approach and bottom-up 
approach (Fig. 3.1). For top-down approach, images are segmented coarsely and 
candidate text regions are located based on features analysis. And then the localized text 
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regions are extracted sophisticatedly into binary images. On the other hand, for bottom-
up approach, pixels in image are clustered delicately into regions based on color or edge 
values. Geometric analysis is usually applied to filter out non-text regions. In the 
following, we would present a number of approaches on text extraction based on these 
two categories. 
 
Figure 3.1 Strategy for text extraction in web images 
The authors [LZ2000] first use nearest neighbor technique to group pixels into 
clusters based on RGB colors. After color clustering, they access each connected 
component on geometric features to identify those components that contain text. Finally, 
they apply the layout analysis as post-processing to eliminate false positives.  This is 
achieved by using additional heuristics based on layout criteria typical of text. However, 










with characters in homogeneous color. With similar assumptions about the color of 
characters, the segmentation approach of Antonacopoulos and Delporte [AD1999] uses 
two alternative clustering approaches in the RGB space but works on (bit-reduced) full-
color images (JPEG) as well as GIFs.  
Jain and Yu [JY1998] only aim to extract important text with large size, high 
contrast.  A 24-bit color image is bit-dropped to a 6-bit image and then quantized by a 
color-clustering algorithm. After the input image is decomposed into multiple foreground 
images, each foreground image goes through the same text localization stage. Connected 
Components (CCs) are generated in parallel for all the foreground images using a block 
adjacency graph. Then statistical features on the candidate text lines are used to identify 
text components. Finally, the localized text components in the individual foreground 
images are then merged into one output images. However, this algorithm only extracts 
horizontal and vertical text, and not skewed text. The authors also point out that their 
algorithm may not work out well when the color histogram is sparse. 
This approach [PGM2003] is based on the transitions of brightness as perceived by 
the human eye. The web color image is first converted to gray scale in order to record the 
transitions of brightness perceived by the human eye. Then, an edge extraction technique 
is applied to extract all objects as well as all inverted objects. A conditional dilation 
technique helps to choose text and inverted text objects among all objects with the 
criterion that all character objects are of restricted thickness value. The proposed 
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approach relies greatly on the threshold tuning. However, the authors do not mention how 
to investigate the optimal thresholds. 
Karatzas [Kar2002] present two novel approaches to extract characters of non-
uniform color and in more complex background. These two text extraction approaches 
are both based on the analysis of color differences as human perception. 
 The first approach, Split-and-Merge segmentation method, performs extraction on 
Hue-Lightness-Saturation (HLS) color space. The HLS representation of computer color 
and biological data describes how humans differentiate between colors of different 
wavelengths, color purities and luminance values. The input image is firstly segmented 
into characters as distinct regions with separate chromaticity and/or lightness. This is 
achieved by performing histogram analysis on Hue and Lightness in the HLS color space. 
Then a bottom-up merging procedure is applied to integrate the final character regions by 
using structural features.  
The second approach, the Fuzzy segmentation method, uses a bottom-up 
aggregation strategy. First, initial connected components are identified based on the 
Euclidean distance between two colors in the L*a*b* color systems. This color space 
selection is based on the observation that the Euclidean distance in colors of the L*a*b* 
space corresponds to the perceived color difference. Then a fuzzy inference system is 
implemented to calculate the Propinquity between each pair of components for the final 
component aggregation stage. This Propinquity is defined to combine the features 
between components, color distance and topological relationship. The component 
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aggregation stage produces the final character regions based on the propinquity value 
calculated from the fuzzy inference system.  
After the candidate regions are segmented, a text line identification approach is 
used to group character-like components. 
Liu et al. [LPWL2008] describe a new approach to distinguish and extract text from 
images with various objects and complex backgrounds. First, candidate character regions 
are segmented by a color histogram segmentation method.  This non-parametric 
histogram segmentation algorithm determines the peaks/valleys of histogram with the 
help of gradient of the 1-D histogram. Then a density-based clustering method is 
employed to integrate text candidate segments based on the spatial connectivity and color 
feature. Finally, priori knowledge and texture-based method are performed on the 
candidate characters to filter the non-characters.  
The bottom-up approaches rely greatly on the performance of region extraction. If 
the characters are split (Fig. 3.2a) or merged together (Fig. 3.2b), they present different 
geometric properties from those in good segmentation (Fig. 3.2c). Therefore, it is greatly 
hard to construct efficient rules based on geometric features to identify text regions. 
Moreover, since the small size fonts usually have low resolution, segmentation often 
suffers poor performance in these text regions (Fig. 3.2d). Given the high variety of web 
images, parameter tuning to find the optimal thresholds in identifying text is a time-
consuming job. As a result, it is not a robust method to identify text with heuristic rules 
based on the analysis of geometric properties. 
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Figure 3.2 Region extraction results 
This approach [LW2002] holds the assumption that artificial text occurrences are 
regions of high contrast and high frequencies. Therefore, the authors use the gradient 
image of the RGB input image to calculate the edge orientation images E as feature.  
Fixed size regions in an edge orientation image E are fed to the complex-valued neural 
network to classify the regions with text of a certain size. Then scale integration and text 
bounding box extraction techniques are used to locate the final text regions. Then cubic 
interpolation is used to enhance the resolution of text boxes. A seed fill-algorithm is 
exploited by increasing the bounding box to remove complex backgrounds based on that 
text occurrences are supposed to have enough contrast with their background. Finally, 
binary images are produced with text in black and background in white. Since the 
proposed algorithm is designed to extract text in both videos and web pages, the authors 
do not provide any individual evaluation on text extraction in web images. Thus, we 
cannot access the performance of this approach on web images properly.  
Unlike the bottom-up approach that identifies text regions on the fine segmented 
regions, the top-down approach decide the locations of text regions in the input image at 
first and then extract text from the background. Therefore, the text detection stage is not 
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affected by the performance of text extraction. In theory, the top-down approach can 
utilize more reliable information in identifying text regions and thus can gain better 
performance in text detection. 
With rawer input data, top-down approach usually involves the use of classifiers 
such as Support vector machine (SVM) and neural networks. Thus, it is trainable for 
different databases. However, these classifiers require a large set of text and non-text 
samples. And sample selection is essential but not easy to ensure that the non-text 
samples are representative.   
From the approaches discussed above, we can find that the number of bottom-up 
approaches is more than that of top-down approaches. The reason may be that: the early 
approaches [LZ2000, JY1998, and AD1999] generally hold the assumption that text 
regions are in practically constant and uniform color. And the test data have relatively 
simple background. Therefore, these bottom-up approaches can get good text extraction 
performance. However, these approaches may fail when text regions are in multi-color or 
imposed in complex background.  
For example, in Fig. 3.3, the text regions are extracted by the latest bottom-up 
approach, Liu’s approach [LPWL2008]. The second row in Fig. 3.3 is the major segment 
layers of the input image. From the first and third columns from left in the second row, 
we could find that the text regions are segmented in two different layers and thus the text 
regions in the first column are damaged. As a result, this segmentation contaminates the 
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final identification results, i.e., the third row in Fig. 3.3. Moreover, since this input image 
has complex background, the identification stage will fail to exclude some background 
regions, such that the “ay” in the result image is merged with the background and thus 
result in poor final extraction result. In this point, the top-down approach seems to be a 
more promising strategy for the text detection will not be affected by the segmentation 
stage. However, from the discussion of section 3.2.2, we could see that the top-down 
approach also has its own disadvantage. Hence, adopting which strategy for text 
extraction is a trade-off problem. 
 
Figure 3.3 Main procedures of Liu’s approach for text extraction [LPWL2008]. (The first row is 
the input image; the second row is the major segment layers by Liu’s approach; the third row is 




From another angle, we could find that text extraction and text localization are two 
interchangeable concepts. Actually, the bottom-up approach in text extraction also can be 
viewed as a strategy for text localization. From Fig. 3.4, if we enclose the bounding 
boxes around each identified text character or group the nearby characters together by 
enclosing a bigger bounding box after text identification stage, we could also get the 
results of text localization.  
In section 3.2, we could see that only a few methods have been proposed to extract 
the text regions in web images. However, in the other context, such as natural scene 
image and video, various approaches are able to locate the text in images effectively and 
can be considered as useful reference for text localization in web image. Thus, in this 









Figure 3.4. Strategy for text localization 
According to [JKJ2004], text localization is the process of determining the location 
of text in the image and generating bounding boxes around the text. Text localization 
approaches can be classified into two categories: region-based and texture-based.  
Texture-based methods use the cue that text regions have high contrast and high 
frequency to construct the feature vectors in the transformed domain, such as wavelet or 
Fourier transform (FT), to detect the text regions.  
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On the other hand, region-based methods usually follow a bottom-up fashion by 
identifying sub-structures, such as CCs or edges, and then group them based on empirical 
knowledge and heuristic analysis. 
Ye et al. [YHGZ2005] propose a coarse-to-fine algorithm to locate text lines even 
under complex background based on multi-scale wavelet features. First, in coarse 
detection, the wavelet energy feature is used to locate candidate pixels. Then a density-
based region growing is applied to connect the candidate pixels into regions. The 
candidate text regions are further separated into candidate text lines by structural 
information. Secondly, in fine detection, three sets of features are extracted in wavelet 
domain of the candidate lines located and one set of features are extracted in gradient 
image of the original image. Then a forward search algorithm is applied to select the 
effective features. Finally, the true text regions are identified by the SVM classifier based 
on the selected features.  
Unlike the method mentioned above that uses a supervised way to classify the text 
and non text regions, Gllavata et al. [GEF2004] use the k-means algorithm to categorize 
the pixel blocks into three predefined clusters: text, simple and complex background, 
based on the extracted features. Features extracted in each pixel block are represented by 
the standard deviation of the histogram in the sub-band HL, LH, and HH of the wavelet 
transformed image respectively. The choice of feature is based on the assumption that the 
text blocks will be characterized by higher values of the standard deviation than other 
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blocks. Finally, some heuristic measurements are taken to locate and refine the fine text 
blocks.  
Similar approach is proposed by Shivakumara et al. in [SPT2010]. However, in this 
approach, the authors do not use wavelet transform but FT. Specifically, FT is applied on 
the color spaces of R, G, B, respectively. Then using sliding window, statistical features 
including energy, entropy, inertia, local homogeneity, mean, second-order, and third-
order central moments are computed and normalized to form the feature vector for each 
band. The K-means algorithm is applied to classify the feature vectors into background 
and text candidates. Finally, some heuristics based on height, width, area of the text 
blocks detected are used to eliminate the false positives. 
The texture-based methods share the similar properties that: they typically apply 
wavelets transform or FT to the input image and then text is discovered as distinct texture 
patterns that distinguish them from the background in the transformed domain. However, 
when we use Shivakumara’s approach [SPT2010] to locate text in web images, we could 
find that it presents poor performance in distinguishing text regions from non-text regions 
(Fig. 3.5). This results from that many synthetic graphics also have high contrast and high 




Figure 3.5. Text localization results by [SPT2010]. The first row is the original images. The 
second row is the text localization results resulting from the algorithm in [SPT2010]. 
Sobottka et al. [SBK1999] propose an approach to automatic text location on 
colored book and journal covers. A color clustering algorithm is first applied to reduce 
the amount of small variations in color. Then two methods are developed to extract text 
hypotheses. One is the top-down analysis that split image regions alternately in horizontal 
and vertical direction. The other is the bottom-up analysis that intends to find 
homogeneous regions of arbitrary shape. Finally, results of bottom-up and top-down 
analysis are combined by comparing the text candidates from one region to another. 
However, if color clustering method is used to find the candidate text regions in 
web images, these regions may not preserve the full shape of the characters due to the 
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color bleeding and the low contrast of the text lines in web images. Thus, it is more 
difficult to discover the text patterns in these regions. This is the same problem raised in 
the typical bottom-up approaches discussed in section 3.2.1. 
Edge-based methods are proposed to overcome the problem of low contrast. These 
methods usually integrate the basic edge detectors, such Sobel edge detector and Canny 
edge detector, to form the enhanced edge maps. Then features are extracted in the 
enhanced edge map and fed to the classifiers. Or heuristic rules are used to highlight the 
text regions. For example: 
Lyu et al. [LSC2005] propose an efficient edge-based method to locate text in video 
frames. The Sobel detectors consist of four directional gradient masks: horizontal, 
vertical, left diagonal and right diagonal are combined to generate an enhanced edge map. 
The edge map is further processed under local thresholding and hysteresis edge recovery 
to highlight only text areas and suppress other areas. Then a coarse-to-fine localization 
scheme is performed to identify text regions accurately, using multiple passes of 
horizontal and vertical projection. 
Different from Lyu’s approach that relies on heuristic rules to detect text regions, 
Liu et al. [LWD2005] extract statistical features from four edge maps (i.e., horizontal, 
vertical, up-right slanting, and up-left slanting directions in the Sobel edge operator) and 
then use k-means classification algorithm to detect initial text candidates. Finally the 
empirical rules and refinements are taken to eliminate the false positives. 
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Figure 3.6. Edge detection results for web images by algorithm in [LSC2005]. 
In Fig. 3.6, we illustrate the text detection results by Lyu’s method [LSC2005]. We 
could see that edge detection can work well in the normal images (Fig. 3.6a). However, 
when the text is in a fancy style (Fig. 3.6b), twisted with graphics (Fig. 3.6c) or imposed 
in complex graphic background (Fig. 3.6d), the detection performance is poor. The 
results imply that graphics in web images also share the same edge property with text. 
Thus the traditional edge-based methods cannot work well in detecting text in web 
images. 
In recent years, some novel CC-based methods are proposed in the literature. For 
example, Epshtein et al. [EOW2010] present a novel image operator, Stroke Width 
Transform (SWT) to detect text in natural scenes. SWT computes per pixel the width of 
the most likely stroke containing the pixel. The classical Connected Component 
algorithm is modified by changing the association rule with the SWT ratio of the 
neighboring pixels. Then heuristic rules are taken to find letter candidates. Letter 
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candidates are grouped into text lines and randomly scattered noise is removed based on 
the observation that text on a line is expected to have spatial similarities. 
Motivated by Epshtein’s work, Chen et al. also use the stroke width information to 
detect the text in natural scenes [CTSC+2011]. However, different from Epshtein’s SWT, 
the authors propose to generate the stroke width transform image of the candidate regions 
using the distance transform. Because they find that SWT often have undesirable holes 
appearing in curved strokes or stroke joints. The geometric as well as stroke width 
information are then applied to perform filtering and pairing of CCs. Finally, letters are 
clustered into lines and additional rules are performed to eliminate the false positives. 
These approaches generally assume that the text can be resolved clearly and the 
stroke information can be utilized. In real practice, web images usually contain small size 
fonts and low resolution text regions. Thus, this inherent character makes these 
approaches incompatible to address the problem of text localization in web images. 
In conclusion, web images have high varieties and complexities. Text in web 
images includes various font sizes and styles. Text may be imposed in complex 
background or blended in non-uniform color. Even more, many non text graphics in web 
images share similar properties with text. As a result, few current methods are able to 
provide a unified way to address the problem of text localization in web image. This 
requires us to discover new text patterns or integrate the state-of-the-art techniques in a 
novel way to achieve the goal of extracting text from web images.  
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In this chapter, we present a text localization algorithm based on the probabilistic 
candidate selection model for multi-color and complex web images. This work has been 
accepted for publication in the International Conference on Document Analysis and 
Recognition, 2011 [Situ2011]. First, we give an overview of this algorithm. Then we 
elaborate this text localization algorithm in three parts: region segmentation, probability 
learning and probability integration. In the end, we summarize this chapter. 
 
The proposed model is basically a divide-and-conquer approach. Instead of 
answering where the text regions locate, we divide the image into candidate regions and 
decide the likelihood of each region being text. Then the best candidate regions are 
selected and integrated as the final results according to the probability. (Fig. 4.1) In this 
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Figure 4.1. The probabilistic candidate selection model 
A text localization algorithm is constructed based on the model (Fig. 4.1). 
Specifically, the algorithm firstly generates region candidates (Fig. 4.1 Csi and Cbi) from 
input image using region segmentation. Region segmentation is achieved by wavelet 
quantization, Gaussian mixture model (GMM), triangulation and convex hull extraction. 
This procedure is elaborated in section 4.2. Two features are computed from each 
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candidate region (Fig. 4.1 Csi and Cbi). One is the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) 
[DT2005]. The other is local binary pattern histogram Fourier feature (LBP-HF) 
[AMHP2009]. The likelihood of a region candidate containing text (Fig. 4.1 PCsi and 
PCbi) is then learnt using a naïve Bayes probabilistic model. This procedure would be 
described in section 4.3. Finally we integrate candidate regions to provide each pixel in 
image with the fuzzy value of being text in section 4.4. 
 
Observing web images, we could find that text regions share the following similarities: 
 In most cases, one character is of uniform color visually. An ideal image can be 
split into different layers based on color clustering (Fig. 4.2). In Fig. 4.2, text 
regions can be well segmented from the background and clustered in the same 
layer by identifying peaks/valleys in the grayscale histogram. The state-of-art 
techniques [LPWL2008, CM2002 and DDL2007] provide efficient non-
parametric histogram segmentation. However, in web images, text regions are 
usually composed of pixels with non-uniform color due to noise. Thus the 
histograms of web images also suffer severe noise (Fig. 4.3). And it is a great 
challenge to determine peaks/valleys in these histograms. Worse still, some of the 
histograms for web images do not reveal obvious trend of peaks and distribute 
sparsely (the top left histogram in Fig. 4.3). As a result, in this project, instead of 
delicate extracting regions from background with histogram segmentation, we 
adopt a coarse strategy. First we use wavelet quantization to discretize the 
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grayscale histogram and then apply Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to further 
segment the images. We would elaborate this in section 4.2.1. 
 
 Text almost appears in the form of straight lines or slight curves.  The cases of 
isolated characters can be considered as rare. The text line identification 
techniques are utilized in many text localization methods [JY1998, Kar2002, 
EOW2010 and LSC2005]. However, these typical text line identification methods 
implicitly hold the assumption that character regions are well segmented from 
background. Thus, the character regions preserve their original shape. Then the 
observation that characters in the same lines share similar properties in geometric 
or stroke width is used to construct the text line. However, in this work, since we 
apply coarse segmentation to the input image first, the segmented results do not 
preserve the whole shape of the original regions. Hence, we have to use a loose 
measurement to construct the text line in section 4.2.2. 
 
The input color image is firstly quantized in gray scale and decomposed into several 
channels, in order to separate pixels with large different intensity values. The quantization 
is achieved by reconstructing the approximate coefficients from 2D wavelet 
decomposition. In this work, we use Haar wavelet family in favor of its simplicity and 
efficiency. After wavelet quantization, the continuous intensity histogram will be 
discretized into several pikes, where each pike represents certain intensity channel. (Fig. 





Figure 4.2. Histogram-based segmentation. (For the histogram in the bottom: The horizontal axis 
represents the grayscale values for the input image; the vertical axis represents the values of 
histogram in grayscale for the input image.) 
 
Figure 4.3. Grayscale histograms of web images. (In each histogram: The horizontal axis 
represents the grayscale values; the vertical axis represents the values of histogram in grayscale). 
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Each channel image is further segmented into regions using Gaussian mixture model 
(GMM), based on the position and RGB intensity values. (Fig. 4.5) The GMM model is 
learnt with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [TK2006] and we use a 
boosting method to find the optimized number of Gaussian kernels. In this way, each 
channel image will be decomposed into several clusters, where pixels in the same cluster 
have similar color values or distribute spatially nearby. In Fig. 4.5, the four channel 
images in Fig. 4.4d are applied GMM segmentation. And in the result images, the regions 
with same color label reveal that they belong to the same clusters.  
In additional, we analyze the GMM segmentation results with empirical knowledge 
to filter out the potential background, which only has extremely large regions and thus 
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Figure 4.4. Wavelet Quantization: (a) Sample input image (b) Histogram of continuous intensity 
values (c) histogram of discretized intensity values (d) The sample input image in four channels 
separately. (For the histograms in b and c, the horizontal axis represents the grayscale values; the 














Figure 4.5. GMM segmentation results for four channels in Fig. 4.4d. 
 
After GMM segmentation, the regions in the same cluster are piecewise and contain 
both text and non-text regions. As discussed above, the traditional methods of text line 
identification cannot handle the cases of our situation. Hence, we group the neighboring 
regions together by a new method, the Delaunay triangulation [BKOS2000]. Delaunay 
triangulation has shown its efficiency in grouping various states of CCs in document 
images in [KC2010].  
In theory, the extrema points of a region and the smallest distances between these 
extrema points of two regions are the best way to represent the relationship of two regions. 
However, in real practice, this only complicates the procedure but cannot gain better 
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performance. The reason is that this kind of representation is sensitive to region size and 
shape. Thus, in the implementation, we use centroid to represent a region that is clustered 
into two sets based on area.  
Specifically, we assign the regions with area less than 20 pixels to the small area 
region set. Otherwise, they are assigned to the big area region set. Two Delaunay 
triangulation graph are built on these two area region sets respectively (3
rd
 row in Fig. 4.6). 
In one triangulation graph, each node represents a centroid and two adjacent nodes are 
connected by an edge. The length of an edge is the Euclidean distance value of the two 
connected nodes. We assume that the text regions usually distribute nearby and the edges 
connecting them are relatively in a certain range. Therefore in the graph formed in the 
small area region set, we remove the edges with lengths longer than 25 if the distance of 
two connected nodes in horizontal is less than 5, otherwise, we remove the edges with 
lengths longer than 10. Similarly, in the graph formed in the big area region set, we 
remove the edge with a larger threshold of 70 if the distance of two connected nodes in 
horizontal is less than 15, or the edges are removed with the length longer than 20. After 
removing the long edges, the two graphs are segmented into many sub-graphs (4
th
 row in 
Fig. 4.6). 
We construct convex hull in each sub-graph and then generate the text candidate 
regions by extracting these convex hulls on the original input image (5
th
 row in Fig. 4.6). 
These candidate regions obtained from the small area set (Csi in Fig 4.1) and the big area 




Figure 4.6. Triangulation on small area region set (left) and big area region set (right). (1
st
 row: 
input images are taken from GMM segmentation results on channel images in Fig. 4.5. For 
illustration, we only present part of the images; 2
nd
 row: Red dots represent the centroids of the 
regions; 3
rd
 row:  Delaunay triangulation graph formed by the centroids; 4
th
 row:  Sub-graphs are 
built after removing the long edges; 5
th





The candidate regions obtained from section 4.2 are actually extracted from 24 sub 
images, for we segment the input image into 4 channel images and then further use GMM 
to cluster the pixels into 6 bins based on position and RGB color information in each 
channel image. This entire procedure is illustrated in the region segmentation section in 
Fig. 4.1. In Fig 4.7, we show some sample text regions extracted from different channel 
images. And from this figure, we could find that it is confusing to classify some candidate 
regions into text or non-text clusters if using binary classification. These confusing 
candidate regions are enclosed with red rectangle in Fig. 4.7. Therefore, differing from 
typical binary classification, we adopt fuzzy classification. Instead of directly deciding a 
candidate region as text or non-text, we assign each candidate region a fuzzy value of 
being text.  
In the fuzzy classification schema, some true text regions may be assigned with low 
probability value of being text because of the limitation in the triangulation step. For 
example, the smaller candidate regions obtained from the small area set in the 5
th
 row of 
Fig. 4.6 are true text regions but can be predicted that they will have higher probability of 
being non-text than of being text. This limitation can be improved if we improve the 
removing strategy in the triangulation step so that text pixels are grouped together. 
However, as we obtain hundreds of candidate regions from the region segmentation, this 
limitation will not influence the efficiency of the proposed model. 
In implementation, for each candidate region, its likelihood of being a text region is 
learnt based on the features extracted from these regions. Based on the observation that 
text is usually geometrically constrained and has regular oriented contours, we select two 
features to represent the pattern of text, namely, the Histogram of Oriented Gradient 
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Figure 4.7.  Sample results obtain from section 4.2. (The left is the original image; the right is the 
candidate regions extracted in three channel images, the first channel is filtered out as 
background.) 
HOG captures the local shape of an image region by distributing edge orientations 
into K quantized bins within the image region. The contribution of each edge is weighted 
according to its magnitude. HOG has been widely accepted as one of the best feature to 
capture the edge or local shape information. In our implementation, we compute a HOG 
vector with 8 bins in 0°- 180°in each image region. However, shape features alone are 
not sufficient to distinguish all text regions from other text-shape-like graphics in web 
images, such as synthetic logos, leaves and ladder. Thus, we need another complementary 
feature to remove these noise patterns.  
On the other hand, we observe that text normally appears in groups, i.e. in words or 
sentences. This group appearance could be considered as uniform texture pattern. In this 
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work, we use Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [OPM2002] to capture this characteristic of 
text. LBP is an operator that reflects the signs of differences of neighboring pixels. In the 
implementation, we adopt LBP-HF [AMHP2009] as the complementary feature. It is a 
rotation invariant image descriptor based on uniform Local Binary Patterns (LBP). In 
detail, the LBP feature that takes n sample points    (i = 1, 2, …, n) with radius r around 
center pixel    is defined in (4.1).  
                  
    
                                                  (4.1) 
where     is 1 if     and 0 otherwise. If the LBP feature that takes n sample points 
with radius r contains at most “u” 0-1 transitions, it is called uniform, denoted by       
 .   
For example, the pattern 00100100 is a non-uniform pattern for       
  but is a uniform 
pattern for       
 . Then the LBP-HF descriptor is formed by first computing a non-
invariant LBP histogram over the whole region and then constructing rotationally 
invariant features from the histogram. Specifically, we denote a specific uniform LBP by 
       . P denotes P sampling points in the neighborhood.  And the pair       specifies a 
uniform pattern so that n is the number of 1-bits in the pattern and r is the rotation of the 
pattern.  Then  LBP-HF is defined as 
       
                                                               (4.2) 




                     
          
                                          (4.3) 
and         denotes the complex conjugate of          
 
Figure 4.8. The integrated HOG and LBP-HF feature comparison of text and non-text. The x-axis 
represents the dimensions of the integrated feature vector; the y-axis represents the value of feature 
vector in each dimension. 
These two features are extracted from each of the candidate region respectively and 
then concatenated linearly with equal weights into a single feature vector. The principal 
component analysis is then applied to reduce the dimensions into 25 to form the feature 
vector (FVsi and FVbi in Fig 4.1). The integrated HOG and LBP-HF feature comparison of 
text region and non-text region is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. 
The extracted feature vector is fed into the naïve Bayes. To construct the training 
data set for the probability model, we collect the representative text patterns from the 
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intermediate results of region segmentation in Section 4.2.Then the probability of the 
candidate region being text is then learnt from the model. Finally the probabilistic 
candidate regions (PCsi and PCbi in Fig. 4.1) are generated. 
 
From the probability learning in section 4.3, we have obtained each candidate region 
with a likelihood of being text. Then each candidate region is broken into pixels. Normally, 
each pixel should have the same probability of being text within the same region. 
However, as the candidate regions are grouped together in different channels, the position 
of the candidate regions in the original image may overlay. Thus, a pixel may belong to 
more than one candidate region. Therefore, we have to integrate the probability of being 
text for all pixels in all candidate regions from different channels.  
Let p be the pixel in image,              be the set of the candidate regions    
that p belongs to; we define the probability of being text for p in (4.4).  
       
     
            
 
 
                                                          (4.4) 
The probability integration result is shown in Fig. 4.9. From Fig. 4.9, we can observe 
that the probability integration provides fuzzy value for each pixel being text. The fuzzy 
values can present more information to investigate the accurate locations of text. In Fig. 
4.10, if we assign different thresholds to determine the boundary of being text or non-text, 
we can get different binary results. Therefore, fuzzy values can provide a flexible 
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mechanism for various datasets to find their own optimal thresholds for binary 
classification in real practice.  
 
In this chapter, we propose a probabilistic candidate selection model to locate text in 
web images with multi-color and complex background. The candidate regions are 
generated by region segmentation in the procedure of wavelet quantization, GMM 
segmentation and triangulation. Then the likelihood of being text for each candidate 
region is learnt in the naïve Bayes model based on the feature of HOG and LBP-HF. 
Finally the probabilistic candidate regions are integrated to provide each pixel in image 
with the fuzzy value of being text. This probabilistic candidate selection model presents a 






Figure 4.9. Probability Integration results. 
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Figure 4.10. Different thresholds assignment to the probability integration results in Fig. 4.9.  
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In this chapter, we would evaluate the performance of our algorithm, the 
Probabilistic Candidate Selection Model discussed in Chapter 4. First, we would explain 
the evaluation criteria in section 5.1. Then we give a description of dataset in section 
5.2.1 and show the experiment results in section 5.2.2. Finally, we discuss the 
performance of our algorithm based on the analysis of the experimental results. 
The evaluation method follows the evaluation criteria of ICDAR 2003 robust 
reading competitions [Lucas+2005]. We denote E as the set of the estimate text 
rectangles, T as the set of text rectangles from ground truth. Then we define the area 
match   between two rectangles   and    as twice the area of intersection divided by 
the sum of the areas of each rectangle i.e.: 
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Where      is the area of rectangle r.   has the value one for identical rectangles and 
zero for rectangles that have no intersection. For each rectangle in the set of estimates we 
find the closest match in the set of ground truth, and vice versa. Hence, the best match 
      for a rectangle r in a set of rectangles R is defined as: 
                 
                                                        
      Then the precision p and the recall r are defined as follows respectively: 
  
            
   
                                                             
  
            
   
                                                            
      Finally, we adopt the standard f measure to combine the precision and recall figures 
into a single measure of quality. The relative weights of p and r are controlled by a 
parameter α, which we set to 0.5 to give equal weight to precision and recall: 
   
 
           
                                                      
 
The training and test datasets consist of web images crawled from Internet, 
including headers, banners, book covers, album covers and etc. All images are full-color 
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and vary in size from 105×105 to 1005×994 pixels with 96 dpi on average. All texts are 
contained in non-homogenous background. The texts vary greatly in font styles, sizes, 
colors and appearance. 562 text images are used as training data. Specifically, the text 
bounding boxes of these 562 train images are extracted manually to train the Bayesian 
network model. Then another 365 images are used to evaluate the performance of our 
algorithm. The text bounding boxes of the ground truth are manually tagged in advance.  
The output of our algorithm is fuzzy values of regions being text. In order to meet 
the requirement of evaluation method in section 5.1, we learn the threshold of being text 
empirically from the developing data set to extract the bounding boxes of the text regions 
in the original image.  
To serve as a comparison with our method, we reimplement the algorithm in 
[LPWL2008]. The algorithm in [LPWL2008] is the latest algorithm among the existing 
methods for text extraction in web images that are surveyed in Chapter 3. Since frames in 
video share many similar properties with web images, such as the low resolution problem, 
we also adopt a recent text localization method in video [SPT2010] to compare the 
performance with the proposed method. 
In the experiment, the proposed algorithm and the comparison algorithms all 
implemented using MATLAB software are run on a PC with 3.20 GHz processor. 
Following the criteria in Evaluation, the experimental results of the proposed algorithm 
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and the comparison algorithms are shown in Table 5.1. The precision, recall and f value 
in Table 1 are defined in section 5.1. 
Table 5.1. Evaluation with the proposed algorithm 
Algorithm Precision Recall f Time 
The proposed algorithm 0.61 0.62 0.61 32.9s 
[LPWL2008] 0.40 0.46 0.43 16.3s 
[SPT2010] 0.47 0.55 0.51 96.9s 
 
Since the output of the proposed algorithm is fuzzy values of being text, we can get 
a set of evaluation results with different thresholds. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1. f-measure comparison between the proposed algorithm with different probability 
thresholds and the comparison algorithms. The x-axis represents the threshold values; the y-axis 
represents f-measure values. 
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In Table 1, we can observe that our algorithm achieves higher accuracy than the 
comparison algorithms proposed in [LPWL2008] and [SPT2010]. Although the proposed 
approach so far cannot show perfect performance in term of running time, we believe that 
with explosive development in IT industry, this problem could be improved soon. 
Furthermore, accuracy is a more important factor in the context of text extraction 
compared to running time. Therefore, our algorithm outperforms the comparison 
algorithms overall. 
Fig. 5.2 shows that our algorithm can achieve acceptable performance on text 
extraction of web images with text in multi-color and complex background. We are even 
able to extract very small size fonts and exclude the text-like graphics. More specifically, 
our algorithm (Column 2 of Fig. 5.2) outperforms the comparison algorithms of 
[LPWL2008] (Column 3 of Fig. 5.2) and [SPT2010] (Column 4 of Fig. 5.2) in various 
respects: our algorithm can locate the text regions in integrity while the comparison 
algorithm in [LPWL2008] may only locate partial text regions for the reason that it filters 
out non-text regions in the scale of characters (the 3
rd
 row in Fig. 5.2). Our algorithm is 
able to detect relatively blurred text regions, but the comparison algorithm [LPWL2008] 
fails to handle these cases because comparison algorithm will suffer poor segmentation in 
these cases (1
st
 row and 4
th
 row in Fig 5.2). The proposed algorithm also shows better 
performance in distinguishing text and non-text patterns. This advantage appears more 
obviously when comparing with the comparison algorithm in [SPT2010]. In Column 4 of 
Fig. 5.2, although the algorithm in [SPT2010] is able to correctly detect and locate the 
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text regions, it also raises many false positives. The text localization approach in video 




 row and 7
th
 row 
in Fig. 5.2. 
Furthermore, our algorithm returns a probability of being text for each candidate 
region. This fuzzy classification can provide more information for final text region 
integration and future extension, while the comparison algorithms in [LPWL2008] and 
[SPT2010] both only achieve a simple binary classification (Fig. 5.1).  
Besides frames in video, other contexts in the literature such as natural scenes and 
document images present much more different properties with web images. The text 
extraction/localization methods in these contexts implicitly assume to extract text in good 
resolution. This inherent character makes the approaches in the context of natural scenes 
and document images incompatible to address the problem of text localization in web 
images. Therefore, we do not compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with 
other text extraction/localization algorithms in the contexts of natural scenes and 
document images. 
In Fig. 5.3 we present typical cases where text was not detected. For example, a 
single character is hard to identify because little text pattern information can be captured 
in this region (Fig. 5.3a). If the text is aligned curly (Fig. 5.3b) or with an excessive fancy 
style (Fig. 5.3c), the detection rate is low because these text pattern information is limited 
in our training data. 
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We evaluate the proposed algorithm with standard criteria in the chapter.  The 
experimental results show that our algorithm can achieve competitive performance on 
text localization with high complex web images. The comparison with other text 
extraction algorithms in web images and videos illustrates that our algorithm reveal its 
advantage to handle the difficult cases of web images, such as relatively blur text images, 
complex background, small fonts and etc.  Thus, the proposed algorithm shows its 




Figure 5.2. Sample results of the proposed algorithm and the comparison algorithm. (The first 
column is the original images; the second column is the experiment results of the proposed 
algorithm; the third column is the experiment results of the comparison algorithm in 








Figure 5.3. Examples of failure cases. The first column is the input images; the second column is 
extracted results. These include: single character appearance (a), text with curvature beyond our 










In this thesis, we first investigate the relationship among text within image, web 
image and the corresponding web page in recent years. We also conduct a new survey to 
illustrate the trend of this relationship. The survey results show that: only 6.5% of words 
visible on the web pages are in image form; 56% of semantic keywords from images 
cannot find in the main text. Moreover, because in a web page, every image is associated 
with a HTML <IMG> tag and described with ALT-text attribute of the IMG tag, we also 
analyze the correctness of ALT-text description to its corresponding image. However, 
only 34% of the ALT text is correct, 8% is false, 4% is incomplete and 54% is non-
existent.  
The survey shows that the text in web images can provide complementary 
information in understanding the whole web page. And the ALT-text description is not 
reliable to represent the textual information in the corresponding web images. Therefore, 
extracting text directly from the web images is a desirable work. This technique should 
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be a more efficient way to extract reliable text information in web image and could 
facilitate the interpretation of the entire web page. 
On the other hand, we propose a probability candidate selection model to locate the 
text regions in web images. Unlike the existing approaches that only aims to extract the 
text regions with homogeneous color and high contrast, our proposed algorithm is able to 
handle more complex situations. In this situation, text is non-uniform color and imposed 
in complex background. First, we use the wavelet quantization and GMM to segment the 
input color image into regions coarsely, and then we apply triangulation to produce text 
candidate regions. Then HOG and LBP-HF features computed in each candidate text 
region are fed to a naïve Bayes model. Each candidate region is assigned the likelihood of 
being text in probability learning procedure. Finally, we select best candidate regions to 
be text regions based on probability. Our algorithm is evaluated with the standard 
evaluation methods and the experimental result shows that our algorithm is able to locate 
the text regions in non-homogenous web images effectively.  
There are several possible future directions for this work. First we present the 
extension work of the proposed model and then we propose some potential application to 





As seen in Chapter 4, the proposed model returns fuzzy values of being text for 
candidate regions. Given the high variety and complexity of web images, learning 
threshold empirically is not a robust way to accurately locate the text regions. It may 
suffer the problem of enclosing a too large bounding box to the text regions or missing 
partial text regions. Therefore, in order to enclose fitting bounding boxes to text regions, 
learning the similarity between the inner of the regions after applying threshold and their 
surrounding regions needs to be considered. 
After the text regions are located, we should consider how to binarize the text 
regions effectively. Successful binarization of text regions can lead to better performance 
of text recognition, such as OCR. However, the located text regions may be too blurred to 
extract the characters effectively. Hence, a super-resolution approach should be explored 
to enhance the text regions before applying binarization.  
We would explore these extensions of the proposed model in order to correctly 
recognize the text in web images. 
After we successfully extract the text from web images, we should consider how to 
utilize this textual information in web image. As discussed in Chapter 2, text within 
image, web image and the corresponding web page have correlation (Fig. 6.1). Thus, we 
propose the following potential applications to use this correlation.  
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ALT-tag description is user-inference and thus it is not reliable. However, web 
accessibility study usually utilizes the ALT-tag description or similar tag description to 
describe the web images. In this respect, we can use the textual information extracted 
directly from web image to verify the tag description and thus improve the performance 
of web accessibility. 
As Ji claims in [Ji2010] that information fusion is the future trend in the research of 
IE, we can facilitate the performance of IE with computation of correlation among text in 
image, web image and web page. Although web images may not contain text, we can first 
categorize the web images into text and non-text.  This can be achieved by the text 
detection techniques for text presents unique characters comparing to other objects in 
web image. Since web images with text are usually high informative, we could emphasis 
on the analysis of the web images with text and exploit an efficient way to represent the 
correlation between text and web image. Then combining this correlation and the 








Figure 6.1. Correlation among text in image, web image and web page.  
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